
What you are getting in Master Course in Fibonacci Method  

1. Fibonacci method printed book written by “soumya ranjan panda”. 
2. Three DVDs explaining the various Fibonacci principle 
3. Comprehensive calculator based software which includes Fibonacci retracement, 

Fibonacci parallel projection and Fibonacci cluster calculator. This will help you in 
identifying the trend and make the trade decision based on Fibonacci principle. 

Below the description of the DVD and preview link of the book is given for your use.   

DVD-1  

  

Basic course on Fibonacci Method  

A. Fibonacci number and its Importance. 

B. Different Fibonacci Ratio. 

C. Importance of Different Fibonacci ratio. 

D. Importance of Fibonacci ratio for Financial Instruments . 

E. Importance of Fibonacci ratio to analyse a price and time trend  

F. How to take successful stock investment decision using Fibonacci method  

G. Examples and practice lessons to complete the learning 

DVD-2  

  

Graduate Course on Fibonacci Method  

A. Understand the different types of Retracement. 

B Know when the retracement technique fails. 

C. Fibonacci Expansion Ratios  

D. Know when and how the Expansion fails.  

E. Fibonacci Matrix for successful trade forecasting  

F. How to use Fibonacci ratio differently for investment and trade decision. 



G. Examples and practice lessons to complete the learning 

  

 

DVD-3  

  

Master Course on Fibonacci Method  

A. Importance of Phi  

B. Phi Ellipse  

C. Fibonacci Fan tool for successful trade forecast. 

D. Understanding the Fibonacci arc  

E. Advanced method to use Fibonacci method in Stock Market  

F. Advanced Method to Use Fibonacci method In currency Market  

G. Advanced method to Use Fibonacci method in Commodity Market  

H. Advanced methods to use Fibonacci method for stock investment. 

I. Examples and practice lessons to complete the learning 

  

Fibonacci Software 

This is tool developed by Mr. Ranjan in Microsoft excel and run in any computer which 
has Microsoft excel. he has also added the Fibonacci parallel projection, cluster 
calculator in the application. No needs to connect to internet just install it in your 
computer and start using it. 

  

Fibonacci Method Book 

This is book has seven chapters discussing various Fibonacci principles and its 
application in indian market. It also includes many advanced concepts. You can 
read the limited preview of this book by clicking here. 

http://www.smartfinancein.com/read-fibbonacci-book.php�
http://www.smartfinancein.com/read-fibbonacci-book.php�
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